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Abstract

This document proposes the definition of a multipart/sip-id media type, according to the rules defined in RFC 2048. This media type is intended to be carried by the session invitation protocol messages, when these messages are used to route calls between Internet Telephony domains.

1. Motivation

There have been proposals to use the "session invitation protocol" to route calls between Internet Telephony domains. It has been observed that these gateways need more information than just the "session description" carried in standard session invitation protocol messages. Specifically:
In a situation where a session originates from, or is possibly going intended to terminate to, a classical switched telephony network, it may be useful or even necessary to carry the information that was used in generating the Internet Telephony signaling message as part of the session setup message. This draft proposes a method for tunneling the original signalling information between the "ingress" and "egress" gateways, thus avoiding loss of information.

Internet Telephony signaling across administrative domains will probably not be practical unless deployed in conjunction to an Electronic Commerce infrastructure for Internet bandwidth and for brokered access to regulated legacy network elements.

The content of the session invitation protocol messages is identified by a media type. In the case of domain interconnection, we propose to replace to carry session description, telephony signalling and settlement information in a "multipart" content type, of type "multipart/sip-id" (SIP Inter-Domain). The multipart/sip-id will includes up to three content parts:

* A session description part, typically of type "application/sdp",

* A telephony signalling part, typically of type "application/ISUP",

* A settlement information part, for example of type "application/otp".

Each of these content types will be identified by a regularly registered media type, such as for example "application/sdp", "application/ISUP" or "application/otp". However, we do not expect all SIP implementations to be able to recognize all possible telephone signalling protocols, or all possible settlement procedures. The multipart format will identify the position and role of the various content parts, so that entities could if necessary focus on the part that they need to understand (e.g., the session description) and ignore the other parts.

This memo proposes a definition of an "multipart/sip-id" media type according to the rules defined in RFC 2048. It does not attempt to define the telephony signalling or settlement parts.

2. The multipart/sip-id media type

The structure of the "sip-id" multipart follows the basic rules for multipart media types defined in RFC 2046. The Multpart/sip-id type is defined as follow:

(1) MIME type name: multipart
MIME subtype name: sip-id

Required parameters: boundary

Optional parameters: content

Security considerations: see section 5.

The multipart/sip-id content type contains up to three body parts:

* The "session description" body part, if present, contains a valid session description.

* The "telephony signalling" body part, if present, contains a copy of the signalling message that triggered the SIP message.

* The "payment information" body part, if present, contains information relevant to the payment or the settlement of the call.

Each body part contains a valid MIME media type. The role of the body parts that are present in a given sip-id multipart is specified by the content parameter.

The content token for the protocol parameter is "content", i.e.,

parameter = "content" "=" value

The value token is comprised of the roles of the body parts that are present:

value = DQUOTE role-list DQUOTE
role-list = role / role-list "," role
role = session-description /
    telephony-signalling /
    payment-information
session-description = "sd"
telephony-signalling = "ts"
payment-information = "pi"

If a session-description is present, it should be encoded as the first body part. The telephony signalling should come next (or first, if there is no session description.) The payment information should come last.

The content token is optional. If the content token is absent, the first body part is assumed to be a session description, the second body part, if present, is assumed to be a telephone signalling message, and
the third, if present, is assumed to be a payment information.

3. Security considerations

Telephony signalling and settlement information often contain sensitive or critical information. The security provisions of the Session Invitation Protocol should be used to protect these data when they are transmitted over open networks.

In addition, SIP entities should be careful not to relay the telephony signalling or settlement information to unauthorized third parties.
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